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We seek to be active owners and influence companies directly through dialogue, voting as well as 

collaboration with peers, like-minded investors and stakeholders. Active ownership is an important tool to 

support our long-term value creation. It allows us to share our philosophy on and approach to investment 

and corporate governance with companies. We are convinced that it is more sustainable to stay invested 

and address environment, social, and governance matters through active dialogue with our portfolio 

companies rather than refraining from investing when issues of concern or risks arise.

Through dialogue, our portfolio managers can also share our expectations of companies in relation to their 

management of environmental, social and governance risks and opportunities. Furthermore, this helps us 

better understand our investee companies. 

We regularly report on our approach for ESG integration with active ownership, our activities and our 

progress to customers. We aim to communicate in such a detail that our stakeholders can find answers to 

questions in a clear and effective way. 

This report includes:

 Engagement Report

 Voting Report



Engagement Report

Danske Bank Asset Management
H1 2018
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We believe that fund-manager-driven dialogue with portfolio 

companies is the most effective as the investment teams are the 

experts of their respective strategies and portfolios, and tasked 

with the buy/sell decision. 

Introduction to this Engagement Report

Our investment teams engage on a regular basis with portfolio 

companies on material ESG matters to understand their risks 

and opportunities, and to support their growth and 

development. 

We log and monitor company dialogue and progress to ensure a 

structured engagement process.
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During H1 2018, we have had the following engagement activities

Companies

238

Country domiciles

30

Interactions

341

ESG topics

45
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We have primarily engaged with small, mid & large cap companies

10% 2% 8% 31% 24% 25% 2%

Unlisted Nano Cap Micro Cap Small Cap Mid Cap Large Cap Mega Cap

- <$50 mn $50-$250 mn $250-$2 000 mn $2 000-$10 000 mn $10 000-$200 000 mn >$200 000 mn
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Industrials

21%

Financials

13%

Consumer Discretionary 8%

Energy

18%

Information Technology 8%

Consumer staples 5%

Utilities

6%
Real 

Estate

5%

Materials

12%

Health Care

2%

Telecom.

services 2%

We have primarily engaged with companies in the Industrials, 

Energy, Financials, and Materials sectors
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1-to-1: 

52%

Small group: 9%

Large group:

39%

Most meetings have been 1-to-1 and with the CEO

Level of ParticipantsType of meeting

4%
2%

4%

17% 17%

57%
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Other Board of
Directors

Treasury Investor
Relations

CFO CEO
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Western & 
Southern Europe

42

Nordic companies have been in focus for our interactions

Rest of the world

26

53

Eastern 
Europe

217

Nordics

Note: 3 engagements lacks domicile data
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Governance:

39%

Environmental: 

43%

Social: 18%

Split between overall engagement areas Governance, 

Environmental, and Social

= Environmental

= Social

= Governance
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Western & 
Southern Europe

Rest of the world

Eastern 
Europe

Nordics

30

%

53%

17

%

31%

47%

22

%
37%

44%

19

%

59

%

31%

10

%

= Environmental

= Social

= Governance

Split between overall engagement areas Governance, 

Environmental, and Social across regions
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The following 45 ESG topics have been discussed during the meetings
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10 13 14 15 17 19
27 28

33
38

Capital
structures

Labour
standards

Sustainability
certificates

Safety Energy
transformation

Sustainability
integration &

reporting

Corporate
governance

Dividends &
share buybacks

Environmental
risks/regulation

Energy
efficiency

= Environmental

= Social

= Governance

Among the 45 ESG topics discussed, Energy efficiency, Environmental 

risks, and Dividends & share buybacks are the most common
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Most frequent ESG engagement topics

Rank Topic Count

1 Energy efficiency 38

2 Environmental regulations 33

3 Energy transformation 17

4 Sustainability certificates 14

5 Fish farming 9

6 Sustainable products 7

7 Waste handling 6

Rank Topic Count

1 Safety 15

2 Labour standards 13

3
Human capital & employee 

retention
5

Rank Topic Count

1
Dividends & share 

buybacks
28

2 Corporate governance 27

3
Sustainability integration

& disclosure
24

4 Capital structures 10

5 ESG ratings 10

6 Incentive structures 9

7 M&A 8

1

4

5

6

7

2

3

1

2

3

1

4

5

6

7

2

3

Environmental Social Governance
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Energy 

efficiency & 

transformation

Waste handling

Dividends & share 

buybacks

Environmental 

Regulations

AML

Safety

Sustainability 

certificates & 

disclosures

Environmental 

Regulations

Energy 

transformation

Minority 

investors’ best 

interest

Dividends & share 

buybacks

Sustainability 

integration & 

disclosures

Spread of ESG topics across country domiciles
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Energy efficiency

Engagement examples: Energy efficiency

Discussions on developing technique to de-methane their 
mines and use it for energy, will reduce their energy 
consumption significant. Also developing new 
technique to reduce NOX.

Dialog regarding 
environmental 
initiatives incl. 
reduction of f laring.

Discussions on 2016-2025 strategy and capex, 
which includes several projects with a positive 
environmental project

Engaged on effects from 
improving KM/L for truck 
fleet

Discussed environmental issues in which the 
Company stated it is in full compliance with EU 
rules and has a high CO2 efficiency. Also 
reduced water consumption.

Discussed the transition from a 
wholesaler to a solutions 
provider with a focus on 
reducing energy consumption. 

Focused on emissions. Kosovo project reduces emissions as one of 
Europe’s most polluting assets is replaced with a modern lower 
emissions coal fired facility. The net addition of thermal assets 
highlights the strategic shift and breach of Danske’s restrictions.

Discussed managing 
emissions of 
greenhouse gases, 
using less energy 
more efficiently, 
f laring and burning of 
less gas during oil 
production, 
preventing spills and 
leaks of hazardous 
materials, using less 
fresh water.

Discussed the potential of formaldehyde free 
decor papers. 

Discussion on 
efficiencies 
associated with 
new airlines

Addressed digitalization. It uses a lot of electricity, but in 
terms of the carbon footprint, the issue of determining 
data on energy use in the company as completely as 
possible is therefore becoming more central.

Focused on environmentally friendly ferry 
solutions. With 22 hybrid electric ferries 
under construction Fjord1 is leading this field. 
Also operates fleet of 12 LNG vessels. 

Talked about the start of 
environmental project and 
CAPEX associated with it. 
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Engagement examples: Environmental regulation

Discussed coal consumption and China as well as metal 
melting, scrubbing and other environmental exports in 
China that affect the industry

Discussions related to new aviation 
norms (ie. RED 2) and maritime norms 
(IMO) and how does these affect their 
current offering 

From an 
environmental and 
social perspective we 
discussed the 
challenges with 
terminal in Rotterdam

Addressed environmental 
concerns around new 
production plant

Had a discussion on sulphure regulation 
legislation changes & company action on it 
going forward

Talked about lobbying for policy makers to 
acknowledge the new tech within diesel in terms of 
emissions. Claim that new tech diesel engines 
cause less pollution vs traditional petrol engines. 
Regulatory pressure remains as well as consumer 
perception of pollution and risk of erosion of 
residual values. 

Discussed effects 
of LPG as fuel and 
scrubbers and 
plastics

Engaged on the possible consequences for locals and 
the factory due to the environmental challenges in 
Brazil

Discussion on scrubbers, 
bunker prices, environmental
impact in China and implicaion
of potential trade conflict

Focused on environmental 
risk factors in operations

Environmental 
Regulation

Potential impact of trade war and 
the coal situation in China

Addressed new 
regulation IMO / low 
sulfur fuel ctr installation 
scrubbers 

Addressed IMO2020 / contamination

Discussed pollution 
in fertilizer 
production
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Dividends & 
share buybacks 

Engagement examples: Dividends & share buybacks

Questioned the sustainability of 
50% pay out ratio this year

Addressed dividend 
policy and treatment 
of minority 
shareholders

Discussed dividends and also what steps needs 
to be taken to receive an ESG rating

Pushed for higher dividend.

Discussed dividend payout ratio and the 
chance of them paying 50% of profits in 
the event that the particular sale doesn't 
happen

Discussion on dividends, the company 
hopes to restart dividends next year

Dialogues on resumption of dividend 
payments

Engaged on 
dividends and 
whether they 
will be adjusted 
on the back of 
one-offs

Discussed 
sustainability of 
dividends and 
potential buy back

Discussions on dividend 
policy

Dialogue on new dividend 
policy: more than 75% of 
FCF and not less than RUB 
5 per year per share. 
Ceiling is 100% of net 
profit.

Discussed the 
dividend policy 
and 
consequences 
of the FPSO 
contract

Discussed dividends 
and potential buyback 
(as per new strategy)

Advocating for a higher dividend payout



Voting Report
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The annual general meeting is an opportunity to voice our 

opinion, vote on issues of key importance to the running of a 

company, and contribute to the good governance of the 

company. 

Introduction to this Voting Report

We exercise the right to vote at annual general meetings of 

Nordic and European companies where we represent relevant 

holdings. Unless required by special circumstances, holdings in 

passively managed funds are not subject to voting activities. 

We vote either by ourselves or through a service provider. 

We log and publish our voting records.  
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In H1 2018, we had the following voting activities

Meetings

279

Proposals

4,351

Country domiciles

20
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The sectors we have been most active in are Industrials, Information Technology, 

and Financials

Industrials

24%

Information 

Technology

14%

Financials

14%

Consumer staples 

9%

Consumer Discretionary

7%

Real Estate

7%

Materials

7%

Energy

6%

Health Care 

6%

Telecommunication Services

5%

Utilities

1%
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89%

6%

5%

We primarily voted at Annual General Meetings (AGM)

= Annual General Meeting 

= Annual/Special

= Special
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Most of the 279 meetings we have voted are in the Nordics

21%

19%

13%

7%

10%

3% 3%

12%

Other/Rest of 
the world

11%
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Most of the proposals we have voted on have been Directors related

From shareholders 

A total of 24 proposals
From management 

A total of 4,327 proposals

11

6

4

2

1

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

1741

1648

519

368

33 18

0

200
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800
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1400

1600

1800

2000

40% 38%

11% 9%

46% 25%

16%
18%

4%
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We primarily voted FOR the proposals

96,7% (4210 proposals)

2,6% (114 proposals)

0.6% (27 proposals)

4,351 

proposals

For

Against/Withhold

Abstain
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This publication has been prepared by Wealth Management — a division of Danske Bank A/S (“Danske Bank”). Danske Bank is under supervision by the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority (Finanstilsynet).

This publication has been prepared for information purposes only and it is not to be relied upon as investment, legal, tax, or financial advice. The Reader must consult with his or her professional advisors as to the legal, tax, 
financial or other matters relevant to the suitability and appropriateness of an investment. It is not an offer or solicitation of any offer to purchase or sell any financial instrument. Whilst reasonable care has been taken to ensure 
that its contents are fair and true, and not misleading, no representation is made as to its accuracy or completeness and no liability is accepted for any loss arising from reliance on it. We accept no responsibility for the accuracy 
and/or completeness of any third party information obtained from sources we believe to be reliable but which have not been independently verified.

Any reference herein to any financial instrument and/or a particular issuer shall not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell, offer to buy, offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any such financial instruments 
issued by such issuer.

Danske Bank (acting on its own behalf or on behalf of other clients), its affiliates or staff, may perform services for, solicit business from, hold long or short positions in, or otherwise be interested in the investments (including 
derivatives), of any issuer mentioned herein. 

The publication has been prepared for selected potential professional/qualified clients and is not publicly distributed. The publication must be read in conjunction with the oral presentation provided by Wealth Management — a 
division of Danske Bank A/S. The publication is not intended and not suitable for any (potential) retail clients. The publication may not be further distributed or shared with any third party without Danske Bank A/S’ prior written 
consent. 

Historical performance information depicted herein is not indicative of future performance or investment returns, and actual events or conditions may not be consistent with and may differ materially from those depicted or 
expected in the publication.

Neither this document nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into the United States of America, its territories or possessions (the ‘United States’) or distributed directly or indirectly in the United States or to any U.S. 
person (as defined in Regulation S under the U.S Securities Act of 1933, as amended), including any national or resident of the United States, or any corporation, partnership or other entity organised under the laws of the United 
States.

Any information or opinions contained herein are not intended for distribution to or use by any person in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be unlawful. 

This material has been created for use by prospective Professional Investors in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.

In Switzerland, this document is intended exclusively for qualified investors pursuant to Art.10 Para.3, 3bis and 3ter of the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Act (CISA) and independent asset managers as per Art. 3 Para.2 
lit c CISA with country of residence in Switzerland. It is not intended for any investor who is not considered as a qualified investor and may not be made available or distributed publicly to non-qualified investors.

Copyright © Danske Bank A/S. All rights reserved. This publication is protected by copyright and may not be reproduced in whole or in part without permission.

Danske Bank Asset Management — a division of Danske Bank A/S
Holmens Kanal 2-12
DK-1092 Copenhagen, Denmark
Company reg. no.: 61 12 62 28 
Tel.  +45 45 13 96 00
Fax  +45 45 14 98 03
https://danskebank.dk/asset-management
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